Smoke Smoke Smoke

I begged you since the first time that we met
To please quit smoking those damn cigarettes
And now you lie in this hospital bet
Gaggin’ and a chokin’ and a coughin’ off your head.

Today they cut out half of your right lung
Tonight they start on the other one
Poor Jane my dear, I’m ‘fraid that you’re ‘bout done.
So grab a pack and have a drag of fun.

Have, have, have another cigarette.
Try to inhale deeply into your poisoned chest.
Smoke, smoke, smoke
‘Cause you ain’t quite dead yet
Go ahead and smoke another cigarette.

Don’t expect for me to pity you
Your lieing there has long been over due
It takes a strong will to quit, it’s true
But it takes a lot of guts to face cancer too.

Throughout the years you’ve smoked those cigarettes
They made your teeth yellow and stunk up your breath
Burnt holes in your blouse and in the bed
So celebrate, go ahead.

Have, have, have another cigarette.
Try to inhale deeply into your poisoned chest.
Smoke, smoke, smoke
‘Cause you ain’t quite dead yet
Go ahead and smoke another cigarette.
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I begged you since the first time that we met to day they cut out half of your right lung to-

Please quit smoking those darn night they start on the cigarettes other one and poor

Now you lie in this hospital bed I'm afraid that you're 'bout done so

Gag-in and-a choking and-a coughing off your head to-

Grab your pack and have a drag of fun so
WOKE, WOKE, WOKE, ANOTHER CIGARETTE

TRY TO INHALE DEEPLY DEAR INTO YOUR POISONED CHEST

WOKE, WOKE, WOKE, CAUSE YOU AIN'T QUITE DEAD YET SO

GO AHEAD AND SMOKE ANOTHER CIGARETTE

(DON'T EXPECT FOR ME TO PITY YOU YOUR)

(SPOKEN) THROUGHOUT THE YEARS YOU SMOKED THOSE CIGARETTES MADE YOUR
LYING THERE HAS LONG BEEN OVER-DUE
TEETH YELLOW AND STUNK UP YOUR BREATH IT BURNT

TAKES A STRONG WILL TO QUIT IT'S TRUE
Holes in your blouse, on the carpet and the bed but it so

TAKES A LOT OF GUTS TO FACE CANCER TOO (spoken) THROUGH-
CELEBRATE
GO

AHEAD AND

AND

ANOTHER CIGARETTE